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New Book Shows Gun Dog Owners
How to Have a Finished Dog with Little or No Pain
In the new book, How to Have the Best Trained Gun Dog, author Joan Bailey shows the gun
dog owner how to train his dog to be a never-fail retriever; to be steady to wing and shot; and to
be steady at the blind. She successfully uses scientific knowledge of canine behavior and training
techniques that have worked for decades, both here and in Europe
For gun dog owners who don’t like the “ear pinching” way, or the use of electronics to whoa
their dog, Bailey has an alternative. In a precise step-by-step method, Bailey promises that you
will have a fully trained gun dog in 3 to 4 months.
“The new book picks up right where Bailey’s first book left off and succinctly guides one through
all the steps necessary to nurture and train a finished gun dog of any breed.” Phil Bennett, field
judge.
Bailey, identified as “one of America’s great dog people” by Outdoor Life hunting dog editor,
Larry Mueller, has spent most of her life enjoying the sport of upland bird and waterfowl
hunting. Bailey was a field judge with NAVHDA, WPGCA, and the KDK for over 30 years. She
was editor of The Gun Dog Supreme for 26 years and received 13 awards from the Dog Writers
Association of America.
Her earlier book, How to Help Gun Dogs Train Themselves, gained national and international
attention from outdoor writers Bill Tarrant, Field & Stream; Bill McClure, American Hunter;
John McGonigle, Gun Dog; Larry Mueller, Outdoor life and is now in the 4th revised edition. It
covers the first 12 months of the gun dog’s life. At that point Bailey promised that the dog would
be half trained. The new book takes you and your dog the rest of the way.

How to Have the Best Trained Gun Dog, Taking Advantage of Proven, Unique Training
Methods. All natural – No Expensive Electronics Needed
Trade paperback
ISBN 978-0-9630127-5-3
118 pp, 50 photos
$23.95
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